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Coronavirus (COVID-19) – Employee Matters 

Frequently Asked Questions 

Information about COVID-19  

Below is Baptist Health-specific information pertaining to the COVID-19 coronavirus. You can 

click here to visit BEN for important links and articles related to the coronavirus.  

The response to COVID-19 is changing rapidly. As such, our guidance will surely also change; 

however, as of March 12, 2020, the below FAQs are available to our employees for guidance.  

For specific questions not addressed by these FAQs, please consult with your manager or your 

local HR representative. 

 

Baptist Health’s Preparation 

Q1. How is Baptist Health preparing for the coronavirus? 

A. Several work teams have assembled (with members from Infection Control, Employee Health, 

Nursing, Supply Chain, Risk, Human Resources, Communications, etc.) to ensure we have plans in 

place to address the needs of our community (both patients and employees) as it relates to 

patient care, medical supplies and employee staffing.  

Q2. Does Baptist Health have sufficient staff to cover the anticipated influx of patients? 

A. Yes. We believe we have sufficient staff to care for our patients. 

Q3. What if a significant number of staff are required to be quarantined? 

A. There are emergency response and action plans in place to address staffing concerns should a 

large number of staff require quarantine. 

Q4. Can I request to work remotely? 

A. Baptist Health is currently exploring options for employees to work remotely. Contingent upon 

the prevalence of the coronavirus locally, the ability to work remotely and the actual level of 

remote access provided (i.e., remote email only, BHSI Connect, BHSI Remote or Meraki access) 

will be determined by role (and not necessarily by title) to ensure that those deemed essential for 

ongoing operations are able to continue to perform their duties to serve patient needs. For 

additional information on working remotely, please see our current Telework / Telecommuting 

Policy. 

 

https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbaptisthealth.sharepoint.com%2Fsites%2FBEN%2Fannouncements%2FLists%2FPosts%2FPost.aspx%3FID%3D22&data=02%7C01%7CDebbie.Filer%40BHSI.COM%7Ce871a9daa55047dcfaa308d7c2193dc0%7C836c3f23dd3f4e3fbeeb58f628f05474%7C0%7C0%7C637191285980051957&sdata=ULc%2FSwN6hMgItcpexi9zJAB8tfqzLW5gapmY4zLedAU%3D&reserved=0
http://policies.bhsi.com/Sites/Policy/chq/ActiveDocuments/2018.10.31%20Telework%20Telecommuting%20(clean%20copy)%20(rev%2011-1-18).12380.2.docx
http://policies.bhsi.com/Sites/Policy/chq/ActiveDocuments/2018.10.31%20Telework%20Telecommuting%20(clean%20copy)%20(rev%2011-1-18).12380.2.docx
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Q5. Does the COVID-19 coronavirus affect HIPAA and patient privacy? 

A. No. The government recently sent a reminder to all employers, especially those involved in 

providing healthcare, that they must still comply with the protections contained in the Health 

Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) Privacy Rule related to COVID-19 patients. 

Q6. What are our obligations under the HIPAA privacy rules if we are contacted by officials asking 

for emergency personal health information about one of our employees? 

A. Disclosures should be made by and only to authorized personnel, and care should be taken even 

in disclosures to government personnel. Any request for information by public health officials 

should be directed to your local privacy officer. Further, should you have any questions regarding 

any request for personal health information, please consult with your local privacy officer.  

Q7. If I have been exposed to a suspected or confirmed case of coronavirus at one of Baptist Health’s 

facilities, how will I be notified? 

A. Baptist Health will follow existing protocols for notifying staff as is currently used for other work-

related exposures, including conducting a contact study to identify those who came into contact 

with a confirmed COVID-19 patient or other individuals.  Note, this process may change depending 

on the prevalence of coronavirus in your area. 

Q8. Can I continue to work if I have been exposed to a suspected or confirmed COVID-19 patient? 

A. Baptist Health will continue to follow the current CDC guidance related to healthcare workers who 

may have been exposed to a suspected or confirmed COVID-19 patient during the course of 

performing their work duties. Employees should consult with Employee Health following an 

exposure to learn of and follow the most current guidance on self-monitoring and/or self-

quarantine based on the level of exposure and the applicable risk factors. In the event an 

employee is permitted to work following an exposure, they will be expected to monitor their 

temperature twice daily and to report their temperature and the absence of any COVID-19 

symptoms each day prior to starting work.  Processes are being established by Employee Health 

to collect this information, and those required to self-monitor will be provided instructions at that 

time. Significantly, if an exposed healthcare worker who previously had no symptoms develops 

even “mild” symptoms consistent with COVID-19 (either a fever, cough, and/or other respiratory 

condition), per the CDC’s current guidelines, such individuals must immediately "cease patient 

care activities, don a face mask (if not already wearing), and notify their supervisor or occupational 

health services prior to leaving work." Baptist Health will continue to monitor CDC guidance and 

will update this FAQ as needed. 

Q9. Should I call our worker compensation 24/7 Nurse Triage hotline (administered by CorVel) to 

report if I have had exposure to a suspected or confirmed COVID-19 patient?  

A. There is no need to call CorVel or file a First Report of Injury unless and until you have actually 

tested positive for COVID-19.   

Q10. Will we test employees who do not exhibit symptoms of the virus?  

A. We will follow current CDC guidelines as it relates to testing employees.   

https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsystemwide.us.newsweaver.com%2F18bh5pcghp%2Fcbbhpn23t851j6g74z7g6b%2Fexternal%3Femail%3Dtrue%26a%3D6%26p%3D2485936%26t%3D156709&data=02%7C01%7CDebbie.Filer%40BHSI.COM%7C82561b934da448968c7f08d7c21a3ebb%7C836c3f23dd3f4e3fbeeb58f628f05474%7C0%7C0%7C637191290281604312&sdata=IEZYYFugn26cYHEmdukrMJWZ6r3%2FysYavqGupsgc9Js%3D&reserved=0
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Q11. What travel restrictions has Baptist Health imposed? 

A. Effective immediately, all non-essential business travel should be cancelled through the end of 

April. The ability to resume travel thereafter will be reevaluated based on the current spread / 

containment of the coronavirus. Non-essential business travel includes conferences and seminars.  

If you have a development conference or similar event scheduled through the end April, please 

check if you can attend remotely and, if not, please cancel your reservation. For those with travel 

in May, we would encourage you to monitor cancelation policies to ensure that, if necessary, you 

can cancel such travel without incurring any cancelation fees.  

Q12. Does this include travel between Baptist Health’s facilities?  

A. We are asking employees to consider alternatives to travel between Baptist Health facilities and 

seek other ways to connect remotely by using tele-conference, video-conference (i.e., Vidyo, 

Skype for Business), etc. 

Q13. Will Baptist Health reimburse me for any travel / conference cancelation fees? 

A. Generally, Baptist Health will reimburse for any cancelation fees related to business travel 

provided the employee acted diligently in seeking to cancel as soon as possible. Personal travel 

expenses, including cancelation fees, remain the employee’s responsibility.  

Q14. What if I have recently traveled to an area that has confirmed cases of the coronavirus or plan 

to or have come into contact with someone who may have traveled to such an area? 

A. Please contact Employee Health immediately. Employee Health will conduct a risk assessment 

using the current screening protocols for coronavirus and CDC risk assessment guidelines to 

determine if you can return to work or will be required to participate in a 14-day quarantine. 

Employee Health will be adhering to the most current CDC guidance, including the CDC Risk Levels 

for travelers as noted below: 

 

* See, e.g., https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/index.html for the CDC’s current risk assessment 

for identified countries by risk level. 

B. As a reminder, under our policy on the Management of Communicable Diseases, all covered 

healthcare workers are to disclose acute infections and/or chronic infectious diseases that have 

the potential of transmission within the work place setting as soon as the individual becomes 

aware of the diagnosis or exposure to Employee Health or other Baptist Health-designated 

resource and to follow guidance as outlined in this document and/or per the most up-to-date CDC 

recommendations for infectious diseases. 

Risk Level* Asymptomatic Symptomic

Level III Country - Warning
14 Day 

Quarantine

14 Day 

Quarantine

Level II Country - Alert
Cal l  EH for assessment prior to 

return to work**

14 Day 

Quarantine

Level I Country - Watch
Cal l  EH for assessment prior to 

return to work**

14 Day 

Quarantine

Travel Abroad

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/index.html
http://policies.bhsi.com/Sites/Policy/chq/ActiveDocuments/Healthcare%20Worker%20Management%20of%20Communicable%20Diseases%20%20-%20SEC%20signed.12532.2.docx
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Q15. What if I plan to take or was recently on a cruise?  

A. Until further notice, if you have returned from a cruise within the past 14 days, you must call 

Employee Health to determine your eligibility to return to work and/or any work restrictions. If 

there was a passenger on your cruise with confirmed COVID-19, you will need to be quarantined 

for a minimum of 14 days.  If there was not a confirmed COVID-19 patient, you will be required to 

self-monitor with delegated supervision through Employee Health by monitoring your 

temperature twice daily and reporting your status, including assessing for symptoms prior to the 

start of each shift.  See chart below:  

 

Q16. What if I have symptoms of COVID-19? 

A. You should call your doctor immediately if you develop a fever, have a cough, or have difficulty 

breathing and follow your provider’s guidance. Be sure to let your provider know if you have been 

in close contact with a person who has COVID-19 or if you live in or have recently traveled to an 

area where COVID-19 has spread (abroad or domestically). If you think you might be infected, it 

is best to consider using Digital Health (such as video visits and e-visits, if you are located in 

Kentucky) rather than physically visiting your provider, as this also helps to prevent spreading 

COVID-19. If necessary, your provider will advise if there is a need for further testing and will 

provide you with instructions accordingly. If you are experiencing an emergency, please go 

directly to the emergency department and advise them of your concern that you may have COVID-

19. Your provider may instruct you to call the emergency department prior to your arrival. If you 

are confirmed to have COVID-19, you must notify Employee Health immediately. 

Q17. Does Baptist Health have the right to ask me not to report to work?  

A. Yes.  For the protection of our patients and other employees, Baptist Health may exercise its right 

to ask you not to report to work. Additionally, we have the right to ask that you seek medical 

attention before you return to work.   

Q18. Will Baptist Health pay my wages should I be quarantined after having been exposed and tested 

positive for COVID-19? 

A. Yes. Consistent with pay practices being adopted by others in our communities, Baptist Health 

will provide two weeks of paid company leave to any employee who tests positive for COVID-19. 

Should additional time be needed beyond these two weeks, and if the condition is likely deemed 

to be hospital-acquired due to contact with a COVID-19 patient through the course of your 

employment, you will be eligible for compensation and benefits under our workers’ compensation 

program.  

 

Risk Level* Asymptomatic Symptomic

Confirm COVID-19 Passenger
14 Day 

Quarantine

14 Day 

Quarantine

No Confirmed COVID-19 

Passenger

Sel f-Monitoring with Delegated 

Supervis ion- Cal l  1-800 #

14 Day 

Quarantine

Cruise Ship
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Q19. Does the above two-week company-paid leave include any quarantine period following a 

positive screening for COVID19, but without a positive test/confirmation? 

A. At this time, employees who have not tested positive for COVID-19 but are nonetheless required 

to be quarantined (e.g., due to having returned from international travel from or through a 

country deemed at risk by the CDC, having returned from a cruise that had a positive COVID-19 

passenger, etc.) will be required to use either their PTO, EIB benefits (without any waiting period) 

or go unpaid.  

Q20. If I self-elect to quarantine, can I use PTO, EIB or go unpaid? 

A. Yes. To encourage employees to use good judgment to stay home should they be in doubt 

regarding their health status, any employee who elects to stay home and self-quarantine may use 

either their PTO, EIB benefits (without any waiting period) and/or go unpaid for the remaining 

duration of their illness and/or quarantined period. 

Q21. If quarantined, when can I return back to work?  

A. Based upon current CDC guidelines, employees will be expected to remain on quarantine for a 

minimum of 14 days (if they remain asymptomatic), until COVID-19 has been positively ruled out 

(by a blood test) or the employee has been cleared to return to work by their healthcare provider 

if they were symptomatic (generally 24 hours after the employee’s fever resolves). 

Q22. Will attendance points be assessed during the quarantine?  

A. Attendance points will not be assessed for any absence due to a required quarantine directly 

related to the coronavirus.  

Q23. Is there a special code to use for absences related to COVID-19?  

A. No. Employees/managers should continue to use the normal pay codes for PTO and/or EIB, as 

applicable. 

Q24. How will we track who may be absent due to COVID-19?  

A. All employees absent due to COVID-19 or required to be quarantined due to a suspected exposure 

should report their status to Employee Health (regardless if hospital-acquired or community-

acquired) so that their status and return to work can be tracked.  

Q25. Does the quarantine qualify for FMLA? 

A. If the individual is asymptomatic and is being asked to quarantine based on a suspected exposure, 

this leave would generally not qualify for FMLA. However, Baptist Health is committed to ensuring 

that your position remains available upon your return. If you are symptomatic and/or have a 

confirmed diagnosis of COVID-19, such leave would qualify for FMLA leave.  

Q26. If I am diagnosed with COVID-19, will I be covered by workers’ compensation? 

A. Employees may be entitled to workers’ compensation if it is determined that the employee’s 

condition was the result of a work-related exposure. As a reminder, there is no need for you to 
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call CorVel or file a First Report of Injury unless and until you have actually tested positive for 

COVID-19.   

Q27. How much will a COVID-19 test cost? 

A. Baptist Health will cover the full cost of COVID-19 testing should it be deemed necessary for 

employees and family members covered under our health plan.  

Q28. If my child’s school closes and I miss work due to my inability to secure child care, will I be 

penalized?  

A. Recognizing the potential hardship placed on families due to unforeseen child care needs and 

knowing that our employees are committed to being at work to care for patients, Baptist Health 

will consider, on a case-by-case basis, whether to assess any attendance points or occurrences. 

Provided the employee has made a good faith effort to secure other child care, no attendance 

points or occurrences will be assessed in the event they are unable to work due to the need to 

stay home to care for their school-age children. Employees will be expected to be flexible and 

work closely with their manager to make appropriate arrangements and to offer to pick up other 

shifts, if available, to help ensure that patient care and business needs can still be met and provide 

relief to those who may need to pick up their scheduled shift. In the event an employee is unable 

to work due to child care issues, they may elect to use their PTO, EIB benefits (without any waiting 

period), or go unpaid. 

Additional Questions 

Q29. Is there someone I can call for general questions about the coronavirus?  

A. We encourage employees to seek out information on the coronavirus by visiting the Center for 

Disease Control and Prevention, your local Department of Health and/or BEN to obtain the latest 

information.  In addition, our workers’ compensation partner, CorVel, has established a dedicated 

coronavirus support line that is manned 24/7 by nurses and telehealth physicians who are readily 

available to answer your questions and help guide you with the most current medical information 

on prevention and treatment options.  This coronavirus support line is available at no cost to you. 

We encourage you to call the CorVel 24/7 Support Line at 1.855.283.2710, should you have 

questions.  Of course, we also encourage you to reach out to your manager, your Employee Health 

team, and/or your Infection Control team with any questions as well.  

Q30. What can I do to protect myself from becoming infected?  

A. The best way to prevent infection is to avoid being exposed to the virus that causes COVID-19. 

Check the CDC website for up-to-date information. If traveling, visit the CDC travel page for most 

current travel guidelines. The same precautions used to avoid contracting the seasonal flu should 

be followed.  
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B. For example:  

 Wash your hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds. Especially after going to 

the bathroom, before eating, and after blowing your nose, coughing or sneezing.  

 If soap and water are not available, use an alcohol-based hand sanitizer, preferably with at 

least 60% alcohol. 

 Avoid touching your eyes, nose and mouth in general and with unwashed hands.  

 Actively practice social distancing by staying at least 6 feet away from others where 

possible.  

 Avoid close contact with people who are sick. 

 Stay home from work, school, errands and travel when you are sick and at least for 24 hours 

after a fever is gone.  

 Use proper etiquette for coughs and sneezes:  

o Cover a cough/sneeze with a tissue, throw tissue in the trash and wash hands. 

 Clean and disinfect frequently touched objects and surfaces like phones, keyboards and 

doorknobs. 

 Use teleconference / video-conference in lieu of meeting in person, if available. 

 Educate yourself on COVID-19, its symptoms, and the potential health concerns associated 

with travel. 

 Reach out to Infection Control and/or, Employee Health, if you have any concerns or 

questions related to health and safety. 

 Get plenty of sleep, be physically active, drink lots of fluids, and eat nutritious food.  

 Follow updates from the CDC and the World Health Organization (WHO) regarding 

additional precautions. 


